Reactive oxygen species (ROS)-superoxide radicals, hydrogen peroxide and other related compounds-are produced continuously in most tissues. ROS can react with many different macromolecules and thereby cause damage to, for example, DNA, proteins and lipids (Dröge 2002) . ROS, therefore, play a major role in many disease processes. In recent years, there has been a rapidly increasing number of investigations into all aspects of ROS generation and action.
This collection of reviews, dealing with ROS in health and disease, is based on the invited lectures given at an international conference on this broad topic, organized jointly by Academia Europaea and The Klaus Tschira Foundation, which took place in Heidelberg, Germany in March 2005. This issue brings together many different aspects of ROS and their actions, dealing with basic principles of glucose and oxygen sensing, redox signalling in physiology and pathology, including cell death, mechanisms of ROS generation by NADPH oxidases and finally oxidative stress and ageing.
The proper function of all cells and organs depends on an appropriate supply of oxygen and glucose and it is, therefore, natural to begin by considering the basic mechanisms of oxygen and glucose sensing. The first paper by Acker (2005) deals with the complex cellular oxygen-sensing systems that have evolved to tightly regulate oxygen homeostasis. Acker describes cellspecific oxygen-sensing cascades, involving ROS as second messengers and with specific subcellular localizations that help to tailor different adaptive responses to differences in oxygen availability. This is followed by two papers on glucose-sensing mechanisms. The article from Rorsman's group (MacDonald et al. 2005 ) deals with the pancreatic insulin-secreting cells. These cells have been particularly well investigated and a substantial body of knowledge concerning the mechanism by which an increase in the plasma glucose concentration triggers insulin secretion has been available for quite some time (Petersen & Findlay 1987) . The main processes, depolarization due to closure of K C channels and inhibition of Na C /K Cactivated ATPase in the plasma membrane and the consequent opening of voltage-gated Ca 2C channels, are also found in other endocrine cells (Spät & Hunyady 2005) . MacDonald et al. (2005) review recent findings concerning glucose sensing in the pancreatic beta-cells, focusing on the generation of metabolic signalling molecules, control of membrane potential and insulin granule dynamics. The article by Burdakov et al. (2005) deals with a fascinating new topic, namely the role of specific glucose-sensing neurons in the central nervous system in sleep-wake cycles, energy expenditure and feeding behaviour. It turns out that subgroups of hypothalamic neurons exhibit specific excitatory or inhibitory electrical responses to changes in the extracellular glucose concentration and Burdakov reviews recent evidence concerning the ionic mechanisms by which these responses are generated.
The second part of the special issue is dedicated to the role of redox signalling in physiology and pathophysiology. Keeping in mind the intimate connection between cytosolic and mitochondrial Ca 2C signalling and the formation and action of ROS, it is not surprising that most of the papers (Godfraind 2005 storage organelles, in turn play a role in the universal intracellular messenger systems controlling physiological cellular reactions as well as determining the cell fate in pathology (e.g. Berridge et al. 2003; Petersen et al. 2005; Verkhratsky 2005 ).
The particular question of the interaction between redox signalling cascades and Ca 2C channels is reviewed by Hidalgo (2005) and Peers et al. (2005) . Hidalgo discusses in detail the interactions of the redox signalling pathways with one class of intracellular Ca 2C channels, namely the ryanodine receptors. The latter are crucially involved in many cellular processes, in particular in regulating heart and skeletal muscle contraction, or in assisting synaptic plasticity in the central nervous system, and their modulation by ROS can markedly influence these reactions. The paper by Peers et al. (2005) presents new data on the role of ROS in remodelling Ca 2C channels upon hypoxia and neurodegeneration. The neurodegenerative processes are essentially Ca 2C -dependent and are often triggered by excessive Ca 2C accumulation in the cytosol. As shown by Peers et al., this excessive accumulation observed upon hypoxia is due to a ROS-assisted increase in the density of voltage-gated plasmalemmal Ca 2C channels. These channels, therefore, may be considered as important therapeutic targets for prevention of cellular pathology. This topic is specifically addressed in a chapter by Godfraind (2005) Chvanov et al. (2005) , who further discuss the importance of the close association of different signalling cascades. Finally, this section also contains an interesting report by Jackson (2005) , who discusses the role of redox regulation in exercisedriven adaptation of skeletal muscle.
The next group of papers deals with NADPH oxidases. These enzymes carry out the one-electron transfer from intracellular NADPH to extracellular oxygen, giving rise to superoxide (O 2 K% ) and various other ROS. The first NADPH oxidase, gp91, was discovered in and cloned from neutrophilic granulocytes and for a long time it was regarded as specific for phagocytic cells. It was not until 1999 that the first homologue of gp91 was discovered, and since then the family of NADPH oxidases (NOX) has expanded significantly. The transport process being electrogenic, it is critically dependent on compensating charge movements. The papers of Demaurex & Petheö . (2005) and Rada et al. (2005) investigate different aspects of charge compensation. Demaurex & Petheö review and supply new arguments to the long-standing debate as to whether gp91 is itself a H C channel. Ligeti's group (Rada et al.) demonstrates the physiological role of compensating ion movements in the basic function of phagocytes, i.e. elimination of microorganisms. The contribution of Abramov & Duchen (2005) reveals the participation of gp91 in the damage to astrocytes caused by amyloid beta peptide (Ab). The paper from Geiszt's group (Donkó et al. 2005) summarizes present knowledge on a subfamily of Nox proteins. Dual oxidases (Duox) consist of a gp91 homologous portion, followed by a Ca 2C binding EFhand and a peroxidase-like domain. Their function has been demonstrated in the synthesis of thyroid hormones and in the airway epithelium. The contribution from Shah's group (Cave et al. 2005) deals with the role of the different NADPH oxidase isoforms, and the pathophysiological consequences of increased ROS formation, in the development of ventricular hypertrophy, the accompanying interstitial fibrosis and subsequent heart failure.
Whereas the electron transport chain has been regarded as the sole source of mitochondrial superoxide production, Tretter & Adam-Vizi (2005) demonstrated in synaptosomes the formation of O 2 K% by a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase. This process becomes significant when the continuous reduction of NAD C is impaired, either because of the maximal redox state of the mitochondria or the lack of pyridine nucleotides.
The last section of the special issue presents two reports dealing with the very special importance of ROS and redox signalling in neuronal ageing. First, Toescu (2005) discusses in detail models of brain ageing, particularly stressing the differences between physiological ageing of the nervous system and neurodegeneration. He also shows how subtle modifications in mitochondrial and cytosolic Ca 2C signalling associated with decreased metabolic reserve and ROS accumulation may account for cognitive changes observed in senescence. Finally, the issue is closed by an inspiring review by Drö ge (2005) who further advances the idea about the importance of redox signalling in ageing, presenting a very detailed account of how abnormal redox signalling and ROS overproduction may, through oxidative stress, cause age-dependent deterioration of various tissues and organs. He also convincingly argues that the 'loss of youth, health, and quality of life' may to a great extent result from dietary deficiency in cysteine consumption, and proposes that addition of cysteine to our diet could slow down the ageing process and make our senescence generally happier. 
